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Mike Shaw concluded his Bescot day’s tales 

Signalling a train along the middle towards No.2 SB who would then put it out onto 

the down main, known as putting one out through 'early doors', instead of a laborious 

route 'round the corner' via the north end, served two purposes: it gave the driver a 

better run and it saved several lever movements at No. 3 box. In fact if you were  en-

couraging a driver of a train for the Dudley line to proceed without a banker to Bescot 

Curve Jct. he would probably agree if you told him you would put him through 'early doors'.  I can remember one 

incident with a 'Control's Orders' Spring Vale train starting out of the 'frame' with a Midland 4F 0-6-0 and a driver, 

well known as being heavy on the regulator, requesting a run through early doors. As the train came through the 

connection towards the yard we were ready to jump out of the signalbox as it was going that well and we feared 

that it would derail! It didn't though and conquered the 

1:180 to Bescot Curve unassisted in fine style.  

Late 1950s view from No. 5 box of an unidentified mo-

gul with a Fowler tender heading towards No. 2 box, 

'up the middle'. From the left hand side of the yard, 

the two elevated shunt signals in view are controlled 

by No.2 box. The top one will route towards the Grand 

Jct. at the rear of the station and No. 3 box and the 

bottom one direct to the down main via 'early doors'. 

The scissor crossing is controlled by No. 5 box. Note 

Container wagon next to the engine.  

The maximum load for a 8F toward Bescot Curve Junc-

tion without a banker was 43 and as such some Dudley 

line trains were booked a banker and if so the 5 end, (or if not available, the North End) shunt engine was utilised 

when obviously shunting had to cease. The time you were without the shunt engine when banking trains was 

eased somewhat after re-signalling at Bescot Curve Junction when instead of the banker having to proceed over 

the crossover road and perhaps have to await a margin to return on the up road, it stopped at the home signal and 

then returned in the wrong direction to Bescot. You got to know which drivers would always 'have a go', even with 

a load of 50 or 60, and many times I listened out of the box window to see if they made it or not. Usually the last 

bit around curve over the junction past the SB provided the problem and we would get the shunt engine prepared 

to do its banking duties if we thought the situation looked problematic. Very often the driver would request a 

banker but the 08 shunter couldn't catch it if it had 

gone through 'early doors' and had a trip to Bescot 

Curve for nothing!   

 

id 1950's shot of a Walsall – Birmingham local ap-

proaching Bescot Junction. The gradient towards Bes-

cot Curve Junction and the Dudley line on the left is 

quite evident.  

A Bescot Bobby’s Tale 



Early in 1962 we started receiving Stourport Power Station traffic, presumably off the Cannock line and Western 
men, who had to 'learn the road' to Bescot , came for these light engine, usually a 8F 2-8-0, from Stourbridge shed. 
Rivalry from us 'Midland' men would always lead to banter that the 'Western' always insisted on a banker, even 
though they always seemed to be loaded with no more that about 30-16 tonners. This of course meant us loosing 
our shunt engine for a while.  When Bescot Jct. was remodeled in 1963 in preparation for Walsall Power Box the 
facing connection from the down main to the Dudley line was dispensed with so all Dudley line traffic from the Old 
Yard had to go via 3 Goods, 'round the corner'.  

I must say it was certainly interesting to observe the assortment of traffic that the railways carried in those days. I 
well remember a consignment of about 12 open top 16T mineral wagons that arrived on the Northampton’s each 
containing a load of rotted sacks of flour, the contents of a disused warehouse on the London dockside. The smell  
was unbelievable and even overpowered the well known Bescot sewage works aroma. These were forwarded as 
soon as possible on the Adswood’s destined for the railway tip at Weaste. The 12.25pm Crewe usually had an ex. 
Crewe Works loco, presumably on a 'running in' turn, which provided  some quite interesting power before return-
ing to Crewe Works for final adjustments. The day shift wound down calmly about 12.30pm when the Darlaston 
Green shunt engine arrived to go under the water column in 5 or 6, awaiting a relief train crew before proceeding  
to the New Yard north End for further duties. Finally you would receive the locos for the 2.0pm Great Bridge and 
the 2.10 Wichnor.  

 

Bescot 'Crab' 2-6-0 42929 gets into its stride to tackle 
the gradient to Bescot Curve Junction with a train 
from the Old Yard for the Dudley Line. Bescot Curve 
SB distant showing clear giving the train a clear pas-
sage to the top of the gradient and towards Mes-
tycroft SB. A mid 1954 view. The background 
'scenery' is now the elevated M6  

The 2.0pm Great Bridge kicked off the afternoon shift 
usually with a short train. Next the 2.10pm Wichnor 
Sidings, and classified Class J, this train was limited to 
=40 in length due to the fact that it was booked to 
stand at Lichfield City for the Walsall-Burton passen-

ger to overtake. The Saturdays only 2.57pm Crewe, was generally a short 'tidying up' train and was in fact a train 
that very often got cancelled or started from Bushbury due to lack of traffic. The afternoon Darlaston Green shunt 
T271 departed at 4.15pm with the usual Class 2 Ivatt.  Most of the early afternoon shift was taken up with prepar-
ing the way for the 'onslaught' of the local trips that would start arriving from such places as Aston Goods, Soho 
Pool, Perry Barr SPD, Curzon Street and Stechford with traffic for the night trains. We would also get explosives 
from 'Kynochs' ICI at Witton and started receiving the first dribble of car transporters, loaded with British Leyland 
'Mini's. Arriving on one or two afternoon trips occasionally were 'sludge tenders' these being converted loco ten-
ders loaded with water softening sludge from the local MPDs which had to go forward on a lower classification 
trains as they were subject to a speed restriction. The Saturdays only 5.30pm Crewe got suspended after being can-
celled on a regular basis through lack of traffic, another example of how freight traffic was beginning to decline 
even in 1961. By 1962 the Saturday afternoon shift was becoming quite boring with just a few light engine move-
ments through the yard for the shed. The 8pm Dudley was always a full train of 50+ and as such this train was 
booked a banker as we could ill afford to lose our shunt engine at this time of the evening. The banking power was 
booked to be the engine off the Willenhall Crescent/Darlaston trip, usually a Midland 0-6-0 4F or Class 2 Ivatt. This 
engine was already placed behind the train in the relative siding from the hump end prior to departure. I can re-
member one incident when the train got away smartly signalled through 'early doors' and I was alerted that a cou-
pling had been missed behind the first few wagons. I gave the emergency bell signal (probably the wrong one in 
retrospect) to my good friend Ron at No.2 box who acted promptly and put his signal back and the train with the 
first portion stopped. Unfortunately the banker had just got hold of the rest of the train from the back which result-
ed in rather a heavy coming together outside the box! Fortunately nothing became derailed otherwise it would 
have devastated the night service and a quick examination by the C&W allowed the train to be coupled and pro-
ceed without any serious delay.  



.At 8.50 pm the Walsall – Camden arrived;  this was rather a strange maneuver brought about by the temporary 
closure of the Up Sidings. The train was backed onto 1 goods at No. 1 box, not the receptions, and with a train of 40 
or 50 you set the road towards the yard to clear the points onto the hump. It also carried fitted traffic on the rear 
which we removed before the rest of the train was taken off via the hump. The train then went forward with its 
front portion to the South End Brook Sidings to make up and proceed to Camden after a period of attaching and 
detaching at Stechford. This train was in the charge of Bescot locomen and a Walsall guard on a 'double trip' usually 
powered with a Class 5 4-6-0.  Of course as I have mentioned before you could always do the job strictly according 
to the book but I suppose that it became a matter of pride to run things 
without causing any delay and anyway if you could get the 10.08pm 
Healey Mills ready in good time this helped the shunter's 'needs break' 
anyway 

.Bescot 8F 2-8-0 48766 departs from No. 1 Siding with a Bushbury Train 
in the late 50's (Right)  

The 9.0pm Wichnor, which had started from Aston Gas, usually ran into 
the New Yard and 'picked up and backed up' there but sometimes wait-
ed its turn on 1 loop. The last departure of the afternoon shift was then 
the 9.33pm Wichnor Sidings out of 6 with a tender first 8F 2-8-0 and 
usually a full train of 50-60 wagons. An interesting situation arose with 
this train as the Yard Inspector was always nervous of the train going out through 'early doors' and preferred it to 
go 'round the corner' via 3 Goods so it did not delay later departures if anything went awry and some last minute 
shunting was required on say the 10.08pm for Leeds,  perhaps if the wagon tapper 'red carded' (not to go) a wagon. 
The other consideration was that if the train engine for the Leeds was late off shed then you would block its path by 
going 'round the corner' with the Wichnor. Just a word about pushing trains through 'early doors'. When I was on 
duty at No. 5 and my friend Ron was on duty at No.2, there was a sense of youthful exuberance to see how quickly 
we could get the trains away but if one of the older signalman was on at No.2, one in particular  had been there 
since the 1930s, then he would simply refuse to accept them this way saying they were booked out 'round the cor-
ner' via 3 Goods. You had little option really as this same person would have just held the train at his signal for his 
own convenience and this would have obviously impinged on the shunting in the yard.  

10pm – 6am I think it is fair to say that this was the most interesting shift. It was always beneficial when on the 
night turn to relieve the afternoon man by about 9.30pm due to the fact that the situation was becoming quite 
complicated by then and you saved yourself a lot of 'taking over' conversation should you arrive later. The first ac-
tion on the night was to ensure a right time departure for the 10.08pm Healey Mills. This fully fitted 'crack' train 
was always powered by a Bescot Class 5 4-6-0 and advertised to local businesses as guaranteeing next day delivery 
including perishables;  'Green Arrow' traffic it became designated. In fact this train was timed at only 13mins start 
to stop from Bescot to Bushbury a distance of around 7 miles. I well remember one night when one of the yard staff 
took the opportunity for a lift home to Bushbury in the brakevan and it frightened him so much he vowed never to 
do it again. All credit then to the guards of these fast freights who on a regular basis performed this hazardous duty 
being thrown about in the brakevan, it couldn't have been pleasant. Some of the traffic for this train could arrive 
quite late and there was always the possibility of the Carriage & Wagon Examiner 'red carding' one of the wagons in 
the train at the last minute or the guard refusing to take a certain wagon for various reasons, wrongly sectioned or 
having a loose sheet for example, so the shunt engine was always kept handy just in case. After saying all this it 
does seem strange in this day and age that this train took a rather torturous route including a 25min stay at Bush-
bury, water at Stone and then via Edgeley, Heaton Norris and Diggle to the NE zone.  The Aston Goods – Adswood 
arrived with an Aston shedded 5MT 'black five' and Aston men which required three or four shunts with the fitted 
portion and the train engine was always used. I can well remember the shunter praising the expertise of the Aston 
men in the way they handled this shunting with such a large engine.  The arrival of the Camden – Walsall on a Sat-
urday night was about the only 'bright spark'. This train often ran very early so with nothing else to do you could 
very often retire to the Bulls Head for an hour.  

 I well remember the momentous occasion when it had been decreed that fully fitted trains could carry vehicles 
behind the brake van, and the first time that this method of working was practised with three fitted BEHIND the 
brake, Ernie Blackham the AYM, a time served railwayman, who was in the signalbox at the time box shook his head 
and remarked that 'this wasn't  right!   



 A few years later of course they did away with the brake van altogether on such trains. One of the vans that very 
often went on 5L01 contained a consignment of out-of-date detonators, 5 years maximum, which we were led to 
believe finished up on a sea wall sidings at Holyhead where the load was disposed of in the sea;  how true this was 
I don't know but it would certainly make the environmental lobby cringe these days.  At this time you were regular-
ly receiving wagons for the fitted portions usually down a clear road from the Old Yard Hump or sometimes on the 
Down Through as 'hand picks' from the New Yard and shunted onto their respective trains in '5 End' yard. You did-
n't see much of the 'shackler at this time as he was fully involved in his duties of coupling and piping up the fitted 
portions, remember vacuum brakes were the norm (air braked wagons unheard of), in fact it would cause some 
concern that at times he would be between wagons when another shunt was being 'dropped on'. It was said that 
Fred our regular 'shackler' would only have to see a couple of fitted wagons together and he would be between 
them. Regularly he was admonished by the Head Shunter for his over zealousness but to see the speed with which 
he could go through a train of fitted was a sight to behold and of course he benefited by getting his job done and 
by about 2.00am unless there was a problem he would have his 'head down'. The movement of trains followed this 
pattern generally but at about 12.45 am there was an air of excitement, for me anyway, as we awaited the arrival 
of the Willesden- Chester and of all the fond memories I have, my favorite was to stand on the top of the steps of 
the SB looking towards Newton Junction, albeit taking in the famous Bescot sewage works and maggot farm aro-
mas, to catch sight of this train. Firebox door open, running into and along 1 goods, you set your road and cleared 
the ground signal into the yard and the train ran in stopping just short of 5 siding. The loco was usually a 'Britannia' 
but a 'Royal Scot' would also put in an appearance at times, in the charge of a Chester train crew working back 
home on the previous nights 'double trip' turn. There was no work for the shunters with this train it always had a 
full load of 50 fully fitted vans and came only for C&W examination and water. The engine was detached by the 
fireman and went under the column in 5 for water and whilst this was in progress the fireman would come to the 
signal box to replenish his tea can. On one occasion I remember a 'Britannia' arriving with this train and virtually no 
coal left in the tender so on this occasion the engine had to go onto the MPD for re-coaling, obviously causing a  
deal of disruption to the yard working. It is worthy of mention that this train was involved in a mishap in the late 
'fifties' when the driver read the wrong signal as he was departing along the middle road and became derailed at a 
pair of trap points to the rear of No.3 box. Perhaps he had never been stopped at this 'yard' signal before;  the 
complications of yard working must have been a real problem for 'foreign' drivers. Once the 2.35am Birkenhead 
had gone the shunters looked at getting some food although there was always a chance of a quick cup of tea on 
any shift because the jug that stood on the shelf at the side of the stove was always kept topped up. Supposedly  a 
white enamel jug, it was just about recognizable as such on the outside but usually dark brown with tea stain on 
the inside necessitating  an occasional rub round with some wet newspaper and sand to restore some of the origi-
nal colour. This food break was short lived though because the next arrival  always came with a train of 50 that re-
quired shunting out entirely at '5 end' yard.  The 'Bristol’s and/or the 'Gloucester’s brought in 'livestock' usually 
two or three wagons of pigs which went on the 5.10am Dudley and one wagon of cattle that went on the 4.25am 
Wolverhampton.  At about the same time you very often saw the Assistant Yard Master  vanish into his small cabin 

no doubt for a quick nap but this didn't go unnoticed by 
certain shunters who would then 'place aside' the wag-
ons of pigs, safe from loose shunts and ready to go be-
hind the loco,  on the end of Cyprus siding behind the 
cabin where the snuffling and squealing from the ani-
mals soon had the desired result of waking the AYM 
from his repose. All good fun I suppose but I couldn't 
understand it because the AYM had many opportunities 
to get his own back especially when he spotted the 
shunters 'sneaking' off home early. The 5.30am Bush-
bury could and did convey up to 80 wagons, usually 
empties of all types and I can remember on more than 
one occasion the power being provided by a 2F 0-6-0 
with a full train and the effort of the driver in getting 
the train on the move was commendable even though 
the 'rail top' obviously suffered greatly. In fact it is one 

of the abiding memories of all departing trains as they struggled to 'find their feet' until the guard, walking towards 
the rear of his train after informing the driver of train details, reached his brake van and unscrewed his brake.  

 

Johnson designed Midland 2F 0-6-0 58128 at Bescot  



.  

Late 1950s shot of an unidentified 8F 2-8-0 awaiting the 'right 
away' after picking up and backing up on 2 loop. Picture taken 
from the steps of No. 5 signalbox (Right) 

If all had gone to plan, peace reigned at the 6.0am take over when 
the short walk to the station would allow me to catch the first 
Rugeley service back to Bloxwich. On a Sunday morning though 
when, for some reason or other I hadn't got my own transport, the 
first train to the Cannock line wasn't until 9.12am allowing me to 
join the guards in their messroom for a domino game of 'penny 
knock' and await Ron, who didn't finish until 8.0am at No. 2 SB. The  
general ribaldry and competitiveness sometimes meant us having to 
make a quick dash to the station to avoid missing the train! 

 I left Bescot in June 1962 for a Relief Signalman's post on the Can-
nock line which then resulted in being signed for 30+ signalboxes on 
the area although the list was to more than halve upon the opening 
of Walsall PSB in stages from December 1965. I must say I loved my 
time in Bescot and the diversity of train working but most of all I 
enjoyed the company and respected the fortitude of the shunting 
staff ( how many are there any left with us now?)  always perform-
ing to their best in all weather conditions, a situation that was not unique to Bescot of course. I certainly enjoyed 
the humour that prevailed but that's another story, not all printable of course, but you always had to be prepared 
for a bit of give and take.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
My final involvement in Bescot was as part of a small operations team during the commissioning of the Down 
Tower and Walsall Power Signalbox. In the early hours of Monday 6th December 1965, as the first through booked 
train to be signalled under the new signalling arrangements, the 1G04, Birmingham – Walsall 'newspapers', passed 
through, I had the rather sad task of accompanying the Yard Foreman to collect the train register books, clocks, 
etc. from the three remaining and now defunct signalboxes which  had already been mainly gutted of signaling 
equipment. Sadly, there was nothing left of the old regime except the rats which were still splashing about in the 
water under Newton Junction SB as we left.  

Thanks Mike for this fascinating illustrated account of a quite vanished life at a busy mar-
shalling yard. 

Modernisation takes over. This 1965 

shot from the ready to be commis-

sioned Down Tower still shows No.2 SB 

in the right distance and also the MPD 

coaling plant in the centre distance. 

The New Yard would have been on the 

left and Old Yard 5 end on the right. 

No. 5 box has gone of course and the 

others will follow before the year is 

out.  



 

   

     Another picture shared from Simon’s collection 

 

Low Level carriage shed 

In the latter days of steam haulage in the early 60s M16 was the reporting number car-

ried by the locomotive of the 1.10 pm express from Paddington to Birmingham, Wol-
verhampton and Birkenhead. Due at Wolverhampton at 3.59, on arrival the train would 
be reduced by removal of the frontward carriages including restaurant car and a replace-
ment locomotive added to the shortened train to take it on north while the incoming lo-
comotive from Paddington would transfer the removed coaches either to the carriage 
shed adjacent to the Up side of the station or deposit them at Cannock Road carriage 
sidings. 

The photograph shows 6015 “King Richard III” one day in July 1962 reversing the 
removed carriages into the station carriage shed, from which 6015 would detach and 
head light engine to Stafford Road shed for servicing and preparation for its next duty 
back to London. The lines to the right of the picture were the freight lines which passed 
by the Eastern side of the station allowing freights to avoid the station itself where the 
platform lines would frequently be occupied by passenger trains. 

6015 was a Stafford Road engine at the time, having been transferred there only on June 
2nd 1962 from Old Oak Common where it had been based from new in 1928. Its days 
at 84A were destined to be few, however, with the engine withdrawn on 7th September 
when “Western” Diesels took over the Paddington expresses at the onset of that year’s 
Autumn timetable. Formal condemnation of the locomotive occurred on 21st September 

Guest Photographer Spot 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Your 

chance to 

comment 

on previ-

ous items, 

add a pho-

to or story, 

correct our 

mistakes 

and gener-

ally add to 

our 

knowledge

. We 

would love 

to hear 

from you!  

 
  Platform End 

Mike Shaw, whose Bescot story concludes this month, writes to say last months piece by 

Tony Beresford  was of particular interest. As a Signaling Inspector at Stoke from 1982 

until 1986,  together with the Senior Signaling Inspector,  we had plenty of dealings with 

the area written about. We were still doing Resident Crossing Keeper visits to Bradnop 

and Ipstones plus User Operated Occupation crossings,  of which there were many. There 

was still a signal box at Milton Junction then.  I must admit on a nice day a walk from 

Leekbrook to Caldon Low with only the sound of circling curlews disturbing the  silence  

was very refreshing. It wasn’t  unusual on a sunny winters day with no sign of snow at 

Stoke to be called on to join the snow plough coming from Crewe to clear the line partic-

ularly on the upper reaches of the Caldon Low line.  Anyway apologies, there I go 

again, more tales (Don’t apologise Mike!)  but in fact it was very pleasant to spend 

time in this area where time had stood still in places. It was still an operating railway 

which had to adhere to the Rule Book, however irrelevant in certain ways this was. 

Of course, there was always time to call into the Black Lion at Consall, long before it 

became a tourist attraction.  

 

Please note Tony Beresford, Rule 72 (a) prohibits unauthorized persons from entering a signal box!.  

 

 

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An impressive lineup of half-cab single-deckers at the SVR Bewdley station earlier this year, left to right Bris-

tol, Leyland and Guy, built in Britain all!. For the bus fans, the Bristol is a L6B model dating from 1949 whose 

Beadle coach body was rebuilt by its owners, Wiltshire and District in 1957.  The Leyland in the middle was 

originally new in 1951 to Jersey Motor Transport registered J 5660.  Island buses tended to be long lived but 

this one unusually moved to Guernsey in 1989 being fitted with a new locally built coach body before re-

turning to the mainland. I’m unsure who owns it now? The Fallings Park, Wolverhampton built Guy is a 

1949 Arab with Guy bodywork supplied in 1949 to Accrington Corporation and now owned locally by  Wy-

vern Omnibus who provide classic and Vintage bus hire throughout the West Midlands.       

       

 * Roger has confirmed we intend to start the St Nicholas Railway Circle meetings            

on October 12th and the second Tuesday in the month thereafter.      

Any more fares please? 

EMAIL: lenandpam@hotmail.com 



 

 

   The Blue Boys Merrymixer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Some of the Codsall boys and regular contributor Tony Beresford were aboard this mammoth August tour which 

covered many of the lines and goods loops around the east and west midlands with a break at Crewe. Here we see 

Direct Rail Services 66431 enjoying a break from hauling freight trains in August  passing Codsall  on the tour 

which started in Eastleigh at 05.30 am (return 00.20am the following morning!)  although our lads joined at New 

Street at the more reasonable  time of 10.20! The normal Pathfinders ‘quirky’ tour name was presumably a nod to 

the colour of the DRS locos, a return to the Merrymakers name and the mix of  six locos 

The main interest was in the tail with probably the  first ever visit of a class 88 (88006 ‘Juno’ ) to the Shrewsbury-

Wolverhampton line and naturally our Roger was there to witness it. (Right)    

 

The Class 88 is a type of mainline 

mixed traffic electro-diesel loco-

motive manufactured by Stadler 

Rail for Direct Rail Services (DRS) 

in the United Kingdom. The loco-

motive is part of the Stadler Eu-

ro Dual family and is the first 

dual-mode locomotive in the UK 

to use the 25 kV AC electrifica-Photo: Roger Fletcher 



 

Ray Franklin was out and about with his camera recently  and captured  4-6-0 No 46100 Royal Scot on the Saphos 

Trains ‘The Welsh Marches Express’  from 

Wigan North Western to Cardiff approach-

ing the site of Pontrilas  stations ome ten 

minutes late.  Steam hauled from Crewe to 

Cardiff and return,  the passengers en-

joyed nearly 300 miles behind steam.  Ray 

says he was talking to a local lady on the 

bridge and she was telling him that there 

was now a good chance that Pontrilas 

would be having a new railway station 

which could be built to the north of the 

old junction to Hay on Wye somewhere by 

the saw mills. Not many houses in Pontri-

las itself but nearby Ewyas Harold is more 

populated.  This is home to the SAS train-

ing camp and Doug Mountjoy (snooker) 

once kept a pub there. You may recall the 

line flooding here in recent years.  Local councilors have been campaigning to reopen the railway station in 

Pontrilas, which was closed in 1958 after almost 100 years. They said demand was now much higher, and there 

was a strong case to open a new station half-way between Hereford and Abergavenny, with trains between 

South Wales and Manchester, as well as North 

Wales. Previously there were five stations be-

tween the two towns at Tram Inn, St Devereux, 

Pontrilas, Pandy and  Llanvihangel. 

Left, A 1920’s view of Pontrilas when it was the 

junction for the Golden Valley Railway to Hay on 

Wye where it met the old Midland Railway’s un-

likely tentacle to Swansea in south Wales. 

 The station building (above)  is now a 

private house offering B&B and a self-

catering cottage.  

  

 

Earlier in the day Ray had been at the 

site of Bromfield station where punt-

ers once eagerly alighted  for Ludlow 

Racecourse, sometimes returning 

without their shirts! 

.   

 



 

With much talk of the shortage of labour, especially lorry drivers at present, is seems labour shortages are 

nothing new. This piece is from the Railway Magazine January 1961 issue. 

Diesel Shunters Diverted to Birmingham  

 MR. G. E. JONES reports that, because of a severe shortage of locomotive crews in the Birmingham area, 

nearly all the steam  shunting duties there, on both the former  Great Western and London & North Western  

lines, were taken over by diesel shunters in November, 1960.  On the Western lines, Tyseley motive power 

depot (code 84E) has acquired some 25 further 350-h.p. diesel locomotives, new from Derby Works, which 

originally were intended for Cornwall and 

South Wales. On the L.M.R., 14 diesel 

shunters from various sheds have been 

divided between Bescot (21B), Bushbury 

(21C), Aston (21D) and Monument Lane 

(21 E). At the last named they are the first 

such locomotives to be allocated ; one of 

their new duties is the remaining New 

Street Station pilots. Mr. Jones adds that 

the entire diesel allocations, four and two 

respectively, of Carnforth (24L) and Lan-

caster (24 J) have been transferred to the 

Birmingham area and replaced at those 

depots by " Jinty " 0-6-0 tanks  

Photo: Warwickshire Railways 

 

SITUATIONS VACENT 

Are you looking for a new and exciting opportunity? If so, the Severn Valley Railway might have just the job 

for you! They are looking for a Permanent Way Manager to join the team at the award-winning heritage rail-

way.  As the Permanent Way Manager, you will report to the Head of Infrastructure and be based at The En-

gine House, Highley and various other sites on the Severn Valley Railway. The salary for the role is £28 – 30k 

per year and includes a generous company pension, on-site parking, travel discounts and subsidised meals.  

For the railway modelers amongst you , I’m not sure if proficiency in N and 00 gauge track-laying qualifies but 

it might be worth a try! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What is it?  An  0-6-0 + 0-6-0  loco from 1903, a 

very early British internal combustion  engine loco. 

 

Class 08 0-6-0 No D 3840 

at New Street, February  1961 



 

 

Derek Horton recalls a day when his enthusiasm caused a 
problem! 

Ihad taken my car in for a service and  decided I would spend a couple of 

hours  observation at Wolverhampton station. What happened during that 
morning, afternoon and evening  is a story worth sharing with you the read-
er.   

It was a day back in in April 1989 when I made my way onto platform 2 at 
High Level. I was observing trains when in the distance at the Birmingham 
end a class 58 on a coal train was slowly proceeding toward  the station after 
being held on the Bescot line. As it drew alongside platform 1 a friendly  voice 
shouted from the cab of the loco if I wanted a lift! No time to think of the 
consequences,  I ran down to the footbridge to climb up the stairs and down 
on to Platform 1, a short run down the platform and I jumped aboard No  
58004 which had come from Daw Mill colliery near Nuneaton and was going forward to Ironbridge. The driver was 
a fellow I knew only as 'Ken Saltley' who was a fellow enthusiast based at 21A.  

After exchanging pleasantries we 
made our way West passing Oxley 
and Codsall and onwards to Mad-
eley Junction and the line to Iron-
bridge, passing Lightmoor Junc-
tion box  en route. A shopping 
trolley on the track was duly de-
molished before we crossed  the 
Severn on the Albert Edward 
bridge, probably the last  large 
cast iron railway bridges to have 
been built, and entered the pow-
er station.  After uncoupling , we 
ran forward to the buffers, re-
versed to rejoin the rear of the 
train and  moved forward at low 
speed, depositing the coal in un-
derground bunkers. It was then I 
realized that  I should have col-
lected the car and the good lady 

at home may have been a little concerned at my non appearance.  There were no  mobile phones of course  in 
those days, however Ken said that the Office on site would let me use a phone and while I was there a brew would 
not go amiss! Things got a little worse however, and my wife wanted to know where on earth I was as she had had 
a phone call from my mother telling her my father had been taken to Barrow in Furness hospital in Cumbria after 
being take ill. She had to collect the car and she picked me from Codsall at 6 in the evening.  Has a coal train ever 
stopped and set down at Codsall before?  

Not a lot was said returning to Wheaton Aston. A quick wash and brush up and brother Mick picked me up  to 
head north. 

Quite a day to remember, thanks Ken 

A DAY TO REMEMBER 



Until the advent of the Severn Bridge, opened  on 8th Sep-

tember  1966 by Queen Elizebath 11, road traffic from Bristol 

and the south west destined for South Wales had to make a 

nearly sixty   mile detour through Gloucester. Railway passen-

gers had no such problem after the opening of the Severn Tunnel by the Great Western Railway on December 1st, 

1886.  Commenced in March 1873, work proceeded smoothly until October 1879, at which point significant flood-

ing of the tunnel occurred from what is now known as “The Great Spring”. Through strenuous and innovative 

efforts, the flooding was contained and work was able to continue, albeit with a greater emphasis on drainage and 

the tunnel was structurally completed during 1885, nearly 12 years after the commencement of work.  

Utilizing the tunnel, the GWR started a car ferry service between Severn Tunnel Junction and Pilning in 1921. At 

this time petrol had to be drained from the tank and the driver was given a voucher to receive the same quantity of 

fuel on the other side at the end of the journey. In time the service was refined and two gallons of petrol could be 

left in tanks provided petrol flows had been shut off and the ignition key removed. Up to six gallons of petrol could 

be bought at the stations at both ends of the tunnel. Finally, the restriction on petrol was lifted. The 1928 car fare 

between Pilning and Severn Tunnel was seven shillings and sixpence for the twenty minute journey. In 1939, for 

one shilling a waterproof 

sheet could be hired to 

cover the car through 

the tunnel to protect it 

from sooty drips and cin-

ders. Motor cycles were 

also conveyed. Evidently 

there were no customers 

on the trip seen  right   

with  61XX class 2-6-2T 

No 6125 in  June 1961. 

Relatively expensive, 

many people used the 

lengthy alternative of 

driving all the way round 

via Gloucester. The ser-

vice was suspended dur-

ing WWII but re-instated 

afterwards and lasted until 1966 when the new bridge made it redundant.                                                                           

Extract from 1962 Western Region timeta-

ble. A footnote adds that private motor 

cars are carried strictly at owners risk.  

 

 

Accompanied motor cycles were accom-

modated in the guards van and priced ac-

cording to their c.c. 

3/6 not exceeding 100 c.c.      Single 

4/6 100 c.c.-200 c.c.                    “ 

 

Crossing the Severn 
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The only alternative for cars drivers was the Aust Ferry service started in 1931 by Enoch Williams born out of  his 

frustration at the long drive round. The Old Passage Severn Ferry Company Ltd. initially only transported  passen-

gers with bicycles and motorbikes between Aust and Beachley, on opposite banks of the Severn, but by 1934, 

the Severn Queen was launched as a car ferry. With a capacity for 17 cars, each  car had to turn sharply off the 

ramp onto the ferry and was turned on 

a manually operated turntable before 

being parked. The process was reversed 

for unloading. The ferry timetable was 

affected by the huge tidal range on the 

Severn and it was unable to operate at 

low tide or at very high tides.  A charm-

ing story is told of the ferry ticket seller 

who asked Mr Williams “how much do 

we charge for a a hearse”.  The boss re-

plied “Better make it the same as a large 

van but, if there’s an occupant in the 

rear, charge for an extra person”. Well, 

business is business and during the last 

full year of operation, the three ferries, 

Severn Princess, King and Queen, car-

ried over 500,000 vehicles.  

The soundtrack album for the film No Direction Home, about the life of Bob 

Dylan, used a photograph of Dylan standing in front of the Aust ferry termi-

nal in May 1966 shortly before it closed, another victim of the new bridge.  

The last remaining ferry boat, the Severn Princess (seen above  at the Aust 

terminal with the Severn Bridge taking shape behind) was found wrecked, 

abandoned and full of fertilizer in Galway, Ireland in 1999. Purchased for a 

token one guinea, large amounts of cement were poured into her hold to 

seal her sufficiently for the sea journey. After the five-day rescue voyage, 

during which she came close to sinking off Swansea, the Princess was 

brought alongside Beachley slipway. Ultimately, she was moved to the west 

bank of the River Wye at Chepstow, where she lies today awaiting restora-

tion under Brunel’s imposing railway bridge.   

The Beachley ferry terminal, an early pre-war  then and now picture.   

Today, the slipway is extant and used by the 

Severn Area Rescue Association  



The other crossing in this area was the graceful Severn Railway Bridge built  by 

Hamilston's Windsor Ironworks Company of Garston, Liverpool for  the Severn 

Bridge Railway Company. Primarily built to carry coal from the Forest of 

Dean to the docks at Sharpnesss, a passenger service also ran across the bridge 

from Berkeley Road to Lydney.   Completed in 1879,  the wrought iron bridge 

was just over 3/4 mile  long and 70 feet above high water, had twenty-two 

spans and stone abutments made from local limestone. The first span across 

the Gloucester and Sharpness Canal, which ran parallel to the Severn on the 

eastern bank at this point, operated as a swing bridge.   

It’s end was both sudden and unexpected. 

Calm greeted James Dew, skipper of the Wastdale 

H, as he eased his vessel out of Avonmouth Docks 

at around 7.15 pm  on the evening of Tuesday 25th 

October 1960, embarking on the return leg of a 

journey that had begun in Worcester early that 

same morning. Travelling with him was a crew of 

three and 351 tonnes of petroleum spirit. Slightly 

ahead, he could see the lights of tanker barges 

which had sailed up from Swansea on the after-

noon tide. Amongst them was the Arkendale H, 

loaded with 296 tonnes of Britoleum fuel oil and 

captained by George Thompson. Although visibility 

was good, the area around Berkeley Power Station - three miles downstream of the bridge - was notorious for thick 

fog and so it was that evening - by 10 pm , 16 craft were enveloped. 

As he passed the power station, Thompson swung his barge around to stem the tide, punching into it at such a rate 

as to overcome its power. As he reached the piers at Sharpness marking the entrance to its docks, a tug towing 

several barges crossed his bows, forcing him to kill the power and drift upstream. As he lined up for a second 

attempt, the Wastdale H emerged from the murk on his port side. On board, Dew was fighting the tide and his ig-

norance - this was only his third day on the river. They came together and unknown to either skipper, a crewman 

on the bow secured a line between the vessels. They were now inseparable. Thompson and Dew battled to prise 

their craft apart but succeeded only in losing control of them. Caught by the fast-flowing current, they were pushed 

upstream towards the bridge. Travelling sideways, the Wastdale H slammed into Pier 17, turning the vessel over. 

The Arkendale H ended up on top of her. As Thompson emerged from his wheelhouse, the pier and the two spans 

it supported fell onto the stricken craft. 

Signalman Francis left the signal box at Severn Bridge Station, on the 

western bank, at 10.30 pm.  As he walked down onto the bridge, a 

sheet of flame burst skyward; an explosion followed. He ran back to 

the box to call the emergency services. On his return, he was con-

fronted by a hole where once there were girders. Still burning fierce-

ly and burdened by the collapsed spans and several yards of rail, the 

barges were carried upstream before grounding on a sandbank.  

The Arkendale H and Wastdale H lay together on the mud in the mid-

dle of the river above the bridge and although several attempts were 

made to salvage the vessels, they all failed. So that they would not float again both barges were ripped open with 

explosives. To this day they both lay there, clearly visible from the shore at Purton, a reminder of the Severn Bridge 

disaster where sadly five of the seamen lost their lives.  

Severn Bridge station on the western bank 



 

 

In what seems a far cry from the days when they made films like the Will Hay classic OH 

Mr Porter, a look at the challenges of film making in England today.  The Office of  Road and Rail’s 
heritage railway safety team has helped make possible what appeared to be a dramatic action se-

quence in the upcoming Mission: Impossible film. Steve Turner, (right) principal inspector of rail-
ways, explains more.  I don’t think anyone in rail would have foreseen how the railway safety  exemp-

tion process could be used to facili-
tate things other than traction and rolling stock 
testing or training etc. Yet, in 2021 the seventh 
chapter in the Hollywood blockbuster series Mis-
sion: Impossible is being filmed in England and 
they needed ORR’s help.  

A particular action sequence called for a repli-
ca British Railways class 7 Britannia class steam 
locomotive modified with some continental attrib-
utes, a couple of ex Norwegian railway carriages, 
five bogie flat wagons and a couple of GBrf class 66 
locomotives, plus a suitable heritage railway on 
which to film. Ultimately, the 18 mile long North 
Yorks Moors Railway was selected. As the produc-
ers wished to operate the train at up to 40mph on 
a heritage railway, a ROGS exemption was required 
to permit the train to operate at this speed as her-

itage railways are normally limited to 25mph as they do not have all the modern safety devices and operate Mk1 
and other slam door passenger rolling stock. The steam locomotive weighed in at about 40% of a real ‘Brit’ and 
had a Scania lorry engine in the tender for self-propulsion and a steam generator. The Norwegian carriages were 
out of gauge to pass through stations and had to be lifted to allow filming on various sections of the line. The train 

was required to separate in section and the actors including Tom 
Cruise and stuntmen were required to be on the carriage roofs in 
an action scene travelling at 40 mph. They wore discreet harness-
es and were attached to roof mounted running lines.   

The application duly came in to us from the North York Moors 
Railway and ORR’s heritage team got to working on a number of 
considerations of this unique set of requirements. These includ-
ed: the construction of the replica locomotive (including suspen-
sion and braking performance, frame strength, coupling etc, 
speed testing), method of separation of the train, action sequenc-
es on the carriage roofs and locomotive itself, film crew accom-
modation (including operations of boom cameras, mikes etc), op-
erational requirements, maintenance and competence and secu-
rity. No passenger trains ran through the week of filming. A team 

of specialised inspectors, including for stunt activities, spent time with 
various risk assessments, method statements and learning the film 
industry vernacular. Following considerable discussion and working 
through the issues log with North Yorks Moors Railway, we were able 
to approve the exemption. Filming went well and without incident in 
late April and filming of the sequence has now moved to the studio 
and a newly laid piece of ‘railway’ in Derbyshire where filming will re-
commence shortly to bring to a conclusion the dramatic “footage” In a 
quarry near Stoney Middleton in Derbyshire. Tracks have been laid to 
the edge of the rock face where the train will be filmed flying  off the 

MISSION :IMPOSSIBLE 7 



In  late April , filming of the sequence was moved to the studio and then attention turned to a quarry near Stoney 

Middleton in Derbyshire. In the  quarry, tracks were  laid to the edge of the rock face where on August 20th, after  

months of waiting, the Mission Impossible 7 team – including Hollywood star Tom Cruise watching on– filmed a 

train going over the edge of the former Darlton Quarry.   

Surrounded by helicopters and filmed from many angles the loco set off, climbing the ramp and soaring high in the 

air before plunging to oblivion.    
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Tony Beresford concludes his tales from the Churnet Valley! 

On 21st August 1993 Leek Brook Junction signal box was officially abolished by BR but 

remains extant and as we will see later would appear to have an important part to play in future developments on 

the Churnet Valley Railway heritage line. 

Much to the surprise of everybody, in early Spring 1994 newly created Railtrack confirmed three excursions were 

to be operated over the Stoke-Leek Brook Junction-Caldon line. The first of these, “The 

Caldon Peak” ran on 16th April and was organised by the Branch Line Society. Apart from 

being a BLS member, I thought it best to book on this tour in case the experience might 

cause Railtrack to pull the plug on the other pair. The train started from Crewe and was 

“topped and tailed”, 37407 “Loch Long” leading outbound to Caldon with 37429 

“Eisteddfod Genedlaethol” on the rear. (Jotting down the latter’s number was sufficient 

for me!). Over four hours were scheduled for the 37 

miles return journey from Stoke with just a brief stop at 

Caldon sidings, stately progress indeed. An additional 

inducement for me to choose this tour was that later in 

the day the itinerary included the remaining part of the 

Buxton to Ashbourne line as far as the former Dowlow 

Halt where following a brief reversal, the train went gin-

gerly forward to a point just short of the loading bunker 

in Hindlow Quarry itself. All excellent buffer kissing 

attempts in the finest traditions of the BLS! Among my 

companions was a local gentleman who got off the final 

train to call at Endon when services were withdrawn in 

1956. The platform was still relatively intact so prior to the tour running he tried to persuade the organiser to 

briefly stop the train there to pick him up, but to no avail. 

The following day Hertfordshire Rail Tours ran their tour, “The Creamed Leek” from Euston. 90001 “BBC Midlands 

Today” (oh dear!) took the train to Stafford where 37417 “Highland Region” and 37420 “The Scottish Hosteller” 

were waiting to “top and tail” for the journey to Caldon via Stoke. Unfortunately 37420 expired before being 

attached and following a brief delay 37417 led the train to Stoke. In the meantime a replacement loco was locat-

ed, the previous day’s trailblazer 37407 joining the train at Stoke prior to heading the tour up into the Stafford-

shire Moorlands. 

It was clearly open season for silly tour names because on 28th May it was the turn of Pathfinder Tours, their train 

glorying in the title “The Leeky Pot”! The tour left Bristol Temple Meads behind 31145/302 and at Stoke 

31185/110 dropped on the rear to lead up to Caldon. No doubt the original pair gave a fair old shove from the 

rear as the ten coach train went up the steep gradient from Leek Brook Junction. After returning to Stoke, the en-

tire train went via Oxley Curve to Ironbridge where the bankers would again come in useful returning the tour up 

the hill to Madeley Junction before being detached at New Street in the evening. What, if any, part Leek Brook 

Junction signal box played in the running of these three trains I either don’t know or can’t remember; it’s my age! 

 

37417 'Highland Region' at Leek Brook 

Four Trips and a Signal Box  



Like most folk, I thought that was the end for the Caldon branch. There had been various proposals for new traffic 

in the eighties including bulk cement and a short lived stone contract from a nearby quarry, whilst there was talk of 

bulk refuse being brought in from Manchester to fill quarry voids. None of these proposals materialised, in the 

latter case much to the relief of the locals. Previously I mentioned those busy folk beavering away at Cheddleton on 

my first cab ride to Oakamoor. A group of enthusiasts determined to commemorate the old NSR had existed for 

many years and in 1973 adopted the title “North Staffordshire Railway Society”, subsequently being renamed 

“North Staffordshire Railway (1978) Limited”. Having considered various sites in the area, in 1975 they were able to 

secure a base at Cheddleton Station following its extremely close escape from demolition the previous year. Con-

tractors had actually started work and it was only due to the persuasive power and swift actions of a member of 

Cheddleton Parish Council who happened to be passing by, that demolition of the station building was prevented. 

His prompt intervention managed to arrange a stay of execution until the building could be listed and its future 

assured.  

Cessation of sand traffic in 1988 meant the Churnet Valley line was now likely to be declared surplus to BR require-

ments. The NSRS decided to establish a separate company, “Churnet Valley Railway (1992) plc” to negotiate pur-

chase the line from BR, contracts being conditionally exchanged in March 1995. A Light Railway Order was granted 

in May 1996 and a certificate issued the following August to enable passenger trains to be operated, the preserva-

tionists finally achieving their dream of running trains in the Churnet Valley, including through Cheddleton Tunnel 

to a point adjacent to Leek Brook Junction signal box. It would be a few more years before the line was reopened 

southwards, initially to Consall and later towards Oakamoor (in the hope sand traffic might resume) before being 

cut back to its current extent at the admirably recreated Kingsley and Froghall station; the café is highly recom-

mended!  In the meantime, Leek Brook Junction signal box had become a Grade II Listed Building in 2008. The cita-

tion states that it dates from the 1860’s and is the oldest surviving box on the former NSR system and one of the 

oldest in the country. It is an unusual example of a McKenzie & Holland design prior to NSR standardisation. The 

signal box remains largely intact and retains a 40 lever McKenzie and Holland frame fitted in 1903. 

In 2009 Moorlands & City Railways Ltd (MCR) acquired a 150-Year lease for the Caldon Branch, including crucially, 

the trackwork at Leek Brook Junction and assisted by the CVR, intended to reopen the line for freight traffic from 

Caldon cement works and adjacent stone quarries. The line reopened in November 2010 with a memorable gala 

weekend of CVR heritage passenger trains hauled by 

guest steam locomotives 71000 “Duke of Gloucester”, 

44767 “George Stephenson”, fictitiously red liveried 8F 

(4)8624 and 34028 “Eddystone” with the CVR’s Class 33 

diesel loco 33021leading the return journeys from Cal-

don sidings. The steam locos treated the crowds to 

some spectacular visual and audible effects as they lift-

ed the packed trains up the gradients from Leek Brook 

to Ipstones summit, although the Duke (left) found it all 

a bit exhausting and apparently retired after one trip. 

Unfortunately the freight contracts did not materialise 

and during subsequent discussions between MCR and 

CVR it was suggested that perhaps CVR would like to 

purchase the lease. As a result CVR initially launched an appeal amongst its shareholders to ensure the retention of 

the Leek Brook Junction to Ipstones section, but with further funds being provided CVR was able to buy the whole 

lease for the Caldon branch from MCR, including both the land and trackwork at Leek Brook Junction. The track 

was subsequently lifted beyond the site of Ipstones station where a run round loop is provided for CVR trains. The 

purchase was significant in that it potentially gave the CVR the ability to extend north to Leek without the involve-

ment of any third party other than Staffordshire Moorlands District Council (SMDC) which owns the remainder of 

the former trackbed to a point just south of the original Leek station site. 

Photo: J S Hancock 



A proposal to reinstate the railway over this section under the title "Reconnect Leek" was publicly announced in 

2013 following an extensive consultation process with all major stakeholders, including SMDC which, appreciating 

the tourism benefits of heritage railways and long term possibility of the line reopening to Stoke, has actively sup-

ported CVR since the early days of its existence. Earthworks on the 200m section now in the ownership of CVR fol-

lowing purchase of the Caldon branch lease began in September 2019 and was quickly followed by the installation 

of track by The Permanent Way Institution (PWI), it being their annual Practical Trackwork Challenge for 2019. 

The two day challenge took place in early October ready for the official opening of this initial section on 11th Octo-

ber 2019. Last year CVR had planned three days of special fund raising trains called “Border Explorers” which 

would include travel over the reinstated track but they had to be postponed due to the pandemic. However it’s 

now hoped these trains will run later this year. In March 2020 came the announcement everybody involved had 

been hoping for. The European Agriculture Fund for Rural Development awarded £1,427,906.83 to the CVR for the 

Heritage Railway Infrastructure project to ‘Re-connect Leek’ to the rail network. (Who said nothing any good ever 

comes out of Europe?)  “The funding will cover 80% of the cost of construction of just under one-mile of railway 

line and associated infrastructure from the present railhead to a new station off Barnfields Road, (the original sta-

tion site was subsequently redeveloped as a Morrison’s supermarket); protecting the underground utilities and 

providing a new footpath alongside the railway. It will also reconnect the former railway triangle at Leekbrook (sic) 

Junction creating the first original operational triangle offering three different destinations in UK Preservation.” 

The CVR recently announced new developments in connection with reopening the line to Leek and work has start-

ed in preparing contracts for the extension project. Among these is a new partnership with Crewe-based Mosaic 

Rail which will cover the Signalling Design and support for the project. The company say “this will give an oppor-

tunity to integrate modern technology and design systems into signalling systems used from the bygone days of 

the railway as part of a Heritage Railway operation. 

The project centerpiece will be the Grade II signal box at Leek Brook Junction as well as the reinstatement of the 

triangle for the first time since 1935. This will make it the first fully signalled original triangle in preservation in the 

UK. The signal box was externally restored with Heritage Lottery Funding in 2014 and once operational will be the 

oldest operational first generation McKenzie & Holland Signal Box in the UK.”  Ultimately CVR would ideally like to 

reinstate services over the line to Stoke but that is unlikely to happen for many years, if at all. However CVR has 

already achieved so much I wouldn’t bet against them, even if I’m not around if and when their ambition is real-

ised! 

Leek Brook Junction signal box has witnessed several highs and lows in its 154 year existence and now not only is 

its future secure but once again it will be an essential and integral part of the Churnet Valley railway. I doubt if 

even the original members of the CVR’s predecessor groups foresaw what is now about to be realised. I certainly 

didn’t when I accepted Ken’s invitation to climb the steps up into the signal box almost forty years ago. It could be 

a lonely place with only a nearby dyeworks and the occasional dog walker for company. In the final months there 

was only one train to and from Caldon for Ken and Eddie to oversee each day. No wonder they were always glad to 

have someone to share a brew with and help pass the time. They would be astonished at the box’s imminent re-

naissance. 

  

Stanier 2-6-4T  No 42668 heads for Leek  in 1958 

passing  Leek Brook Junction signal box. Some 60 odd 

years later this is due to be the centrepiece of project 

Reconnect Leek.  Photo: J W Sutherland 

Thanks Tony for your Churnet Valley 

memories. 



  

 

 

 

 Author, Historian and adopted Black Country Mon Ned Williams 

shares some memories 

Some of the adventures of the Summer of 59 had their origins in the previous summer. The family’s annual sum-

mer holiday in 1958 had taken us to a caravan in the Isle of Wight. At the age of fourteen I had grown out of build-

ing sandcastles on the beach and expected to spend my time independently exploring the Island’s railways. My 

interest in the railways of the Isle of Wight had begun five years earlier – during the summer of 1953, at the end of 

which several key lines on the Island closed. At the age of nine I was not able to set off alone to explore the sys-

tem despite seeing some mouth-watering glimpses of the system at work. 

In 1959 our caravan was on a site about half an hour’s walk from Brading station so that is where my daily travels 

on the remaining Island’s railways began. I purchased a “run-about” ticket which gave me unlimited travel and set 

off to “explore” although restricted to the Ryde-Ventnor line and the Ryde-Cowes, via Newport, line. On one of 

my journeys, I made the acquaintance of a fellow-enthusiast of the 

same age, named John Wickham. Although we both had a background 

in train-spotting, we regarded ourselves as “railway explorers”, and as 

such we agreed to walk the trackbeds of some of the lines that had 

closed. In particular we walked the remains of the line from Sandown 

to Newport, which had closed in 1956 – the trackbed was easily acces-

sible and the stations were still there to be seen. Half-way along this 

line had been Merstone Junction where a branch to Ventnor West had 

diverged, but which had closed earlier. It was a station that fascinated 

me, despite never having seen it in operation, and revisited its remains 

as recently as 2016. 

Having spent much of a week together on the Isle of Wight’s railways, John Wickham and I decided to stay in 

touch. I lived on the east side of London, John lived in the south west of London. In those far off days that meant 

we had to correspond by letter – no emails, or even telephones, to exploit. We did arrange to meet and undertake 

at least one further trackbed walk – and that was a lengthy day out when we walked from Basingstoke to Alton 

along the trackbed of a light railway which had closed in 1935 after having achieved some fame as the location of 

the Will Hay film, “Oh Mr. Porter”. I had already abandoned much interest in main-line railways and had devel-

oped a fascination with branch lines and light railways – particularly ones that had closed and I felt I had “missed”. 

Looking back on this time, I now feel I wasted a lot of time and energy looking at minimal remains of closed lines 

when I should have been taking greater interest in lines that were then still surviving but would soon be gone! 

All this brings me to the summer of 1959. John Wickham’s mother invited me to join her and John on a holiday on 

a farm near Brent Knoll and Berrow in Somerset. Once again we purchased a run-about ticket and set out to ex-

plore the railways we could reach on such a ticket. We had now reached the mighty age of fifteen and were slight-

ly better informed on railway matters, and more experienced in railway exploration, but looking back, I think we 

were still rather naïve and uneducated on how to make the most of such experiences – we had plenty of enthusi-

asm but not mush scholarship! We were also limited by the boundaries of  the area covered by our run-about tick-

ets, and by very limited spending money. The boundaries were drawn to include a number of lines but usually 

stopped short of any main station that the traveler would want to reach! Sticking to stations within 

the ticket’s boundaries accounts for some of the reasons we did not explore in a more rational way. 

To reach the railway system we had to catch a Western National Bristol Type L single decker bus to 

take us to Highbridge – where our rail journeys had to begin and end each day. As someone 

The Summer of 59 

Merstone 



Our nearest station was Burnham on Sea – a terminus of the Somerset & Dorset Railway on a branch from High-

bridge. However – Burnham was a bit of a mystery to us. The station seemed complete and intact but had an air of 

being closed. We learned that it was still open to occasional excursion traffic, although we never saw such a train, 

and was used one evening a week when the train which normally terminated at Highbridge ran through to High-

bridge and then returned as empty stock. John remembers that one evening we decided to travel in the “empty 

stock” to Highbridge and faced the remonstrations of a porter on the station who eventually relented and let is 

make the trip. I have no memory of this at all – showing that now – over sixty years later - John and I would both 

have different and equally hazy memories of what we got up to in the Summer of 1959. 

My memory is that I took a camera – probably a Kodak “Brownie”- and recorded some of our adventures, but John 

insists that only he had a camera and it was him who took such pictures. He also seems to have kept a better 

written record of our travels. I would conclude that he is right on a number of matters and that my memories are 

probably hazier than his – all a reflection of the fact that neither of us were very systematic in recording events for 

posterity. Although aware of the disappearance of the minor railways of the 1930s, for some reason I did not ap-

preciate how much the railways we were exploring were also about to vanish. 

With Highbridge as our starting point there was a wealth of lines to explore. The Somerset & Dorset line crossed 

the GWR mainline at the Bristol end of the station and the S&D had its own platform at right angles to the GWR 

platforms. The S&D also had a large works at Highbridge, just beyond the station, but I don’t think we were very 

adventurous in exploring those premises. (Sometimes we took more notice of Trespass signs than others.) It was 

exciting enough to simply join the S&D train at its own platform and set off on the line southwards. The train was 

usually A 3F 0-6-0 in charge of two coaches plus a SR four wheel utility parcels van – all in maroon livery. The train 

from Highbridge would be heading for Templecombe – the centre of the S&D system, but our run-about ticket 

would only take us as far as Glastonbury & Street station. This limitation still enabled us to take in a couple items 

of interest. One was Edington Junction where there had once been a branch to Bridgewater. It had lost its passen-

ger service in 1952 and closed completely two years later. The other item of interest was the 2ft gauge railway sys-

tem operating in the peat bogs between Shapwick and Ashcott. 

On one occasion we alighted at Ashcott station to go and explore the peat bog tramway which actually crossed the 

standard gauge rails quite close to Ashcott station. We knew we were interested in narrow gauge railways but 

were completely ignorant at the time about these peat bog lines. They had come into existence in the early 1920s 

to move peat from the bogs to the Eclipse Peat 

Works. They had been horse-worked at first but 

later introduced small Lister diesel locomotives, 

some of which were assembled from kits at the 

works. The lines were last used in the early 1980s. 

Without any map of the system, or knowledge of 

its operation, we simply followed the track out to 

the point where peat was being extracted and 

loaded onto a train. We met a gang working at 

this location – who were all very friendly but I 

don’t remember them being very informative – 

possibly because we did not ask the right ques-

tions. We did take a couple of photographs and I 

now realise it must have been John who actually 

took the photos.  

 

Looking back along the Somerset & Dorset Railway towards Highbridge as 3F 0-6-0 43216 approaches Ashcott with a 

two coach train. In the foreground is the 2ft gauge track of the Eclipse Peat Co.’s tramway which crosses the canal and 

railway line at this point. In 1949 there had been a collision on the level crossing and the BR  locomotive ended up in 

the canal! Picture taken on 29th July 1959.  



At the time I was much occupied with forming an organisation called The Narrow Gauge & Light Railway Society, 

oblivious of the fact that an organisation called the Narrow Gauge Railway Society already existed. 

By recruiting my friends, I had built up membership to double figures and produced a monthly news-

letter printed on a second-hand Gestetener duplicator planted in my bedroom. I probably wrote 

about the peat-bog system for the newsletter but it would have been pretty thin on research as we 

just did not know how to conduct proper research at that time! A year or two late I wrote about the 

lines for the NGRS’s magazine and felt I was making great journalistic progress! 

The run-about railway ticket also allowed us to travel on the two branches leaving the GWR mainline 

at Yatton. The short branch to Clevedon was operated by a 14xx class 0-4-2T with a push-pull coach. 

As far as I can remember we only travelled on it once. The Cheddar Valley line running south from Yatton was in-

teresting in its own right and also allowed us to travel to the first station along the line at Congresbury. We alight-

ed at Congresbury to explore what remained on the Wrington Vale Light Railway. The first portion of it was still 

open to goods traffic but beyond we struggled to find much of the railway as it had always been a fairly minimal 

enterprise. We also used the Cheddar Valley line to reach Wells and attempted to find remains of the S&D line to 

that town. On another journey we alighted at Cheddar – a station with an impressive train-shed or over-all roof. 

Maybe we left the station to explore the village or the gorge because when we returned, we were dismayed to 

find our train was already in the process of departing. It had backed into a siding to pick up a couple of wagons 

and we shouted to the staff that we wished to join the train but our efforts were in vain and the train left without 

us! I don’t think we photographed the Cheddar Valley trains – usually a Prairie with a couple of coaches – because 

we imagined the line would be there forever – how wrong we were. We had to travel home by bus, via Weston 

Super Mare – a journey that seriously dented our holiday funds. 

One climax of this holiday came on Tuesday 28th July 1959. (I can date it thanks to John having kept a diary!) This 

was our epic trip to the Culm Valley Light Railway in Devon. I think our run-about ticket only took as far along the 

GWR mainline as Bridgewater so beyond that point we had to pay for each part of the journey. John’s diary entry 

seems to suggest that we 

left Highbridge at 10.10.am 

and changed trains at 

Taunton before reaching 

Tiverton Junction at 

12.43.pm. Our journey to 

Hemyock – along the Culm 

Valley Light Railway – did 

not leave Tiverton Junction 

until 1.40.pm. The train 

consisted of 14xx 0-4-2T 

no. 1420, and one short 

gas-lit bogie coach. Possi-

bly we were the only pas-

sengers, although I do 

vaguely remember there 

was some “coming and 

going” at intermediate sta-

tions during our trip. 

 

Above Ex GWR 14xx 0-4-2T 1450 comes to rest at Hemyock – at the end of the Culm 

Valley branch on 28th July 1959, with its single coach train. The line in the foreground 

served a cattle dock. 



 
Our train ambled through the attractive countryside of the Culm Valley, pausing at the attractive small stations at 

Culmstock and Uffculme and the two halts at Coldhar-

bour and Whitehall, taking about forty five minutes to 

complete the journey. Hemyock has become a much 

photographed and much modelled terminus over the 

years and certainly lived up to our expectations in 1959 

as a perfect light railway terminus with slightly eccentric 

layout and very short platform and picturesque building. 

Our train departed from Hemyock at 3.00.pm so our stay 

was quite short, and after running round, 1420 mar-

shalled some six-wheel milk-tankers in front of the single 

coach and prepared to depart. There was always some 

extra exciting about travelling in a “mixed train” – per-

haps it conformed more strongly with light railway con-

vention? Another nice convention was that the train crew had to leave the train to open and close level crossing 

gates. There was also much screeching from the wheels of the train as it navigated the very tight curves which were 

a feature of the line. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We were back at Tiverton Junction just before 4.pm and then made our way home. As light railway and branch line 

fanatics we were very satisfied with our journey on the Culm Valley Light Railway and as the years have passed, we 

have had even greater reason to be pleased that we enjoyed such an experience. The line closed in 1963 – only four 

years after our trip. The Cheddar Valley line also closed in that year. The Clevedon branch was stripped to “basic 

railway” format and managed to last until 1966. Of course, we regretted not exploring more of the Somerset and 

Dorset line but we were limited by the boundaries of our run-about ticket and didn’t have the funds to go further 

afield. During our brief acquaintance with the line south of Highbridge the operation had been transferred from the 

Southern Region to the Western Region – but my abiding memory is of the 3F locomotives on the services we used. 

Although John Wickham and I lost touch with each other towards the end of our teens or early twenties, we have 

regained contact vis the Internet in recent times. John now lives in Ramsgate and has enjoyed a career as a profes-

sional railwayman. For old times sake we arranged to go on a day-long adventure just like the old times and spent a 

fascinating day exploring the remains of the East Kent Railway – but that’s another story. 

 

Thanks Ned for sharing your memories from 1959! Photos: John Wickham 

Above. From the rear of 3.00.pm ex Hemyock train 

a view is obtained of Coldharbour Halt while the 

train crew deal with closing the crossing gates.  

 

Left . Looking along the train – the 3.00pm depar-

ture from Hemyock – from the single passenger 

coach marshalled behind a string of six wheel milk 

tankers. 1420 at the head of the train 



With Roger extra busy this month it’s Leon’s 

Train Spot 

Few enthusiasts have failed to be impressed by the rugged beauty of the Settle and Car-

lisle line and recently I found myself within a few miles of Kirkby Stephen station whilst spending a few days in the 

Dales.  My first visit was in 1987 courtesy of a very reasonably priced British Rail ‘Round Robin’ ticket which per-

mitted travel from Wolverhampton to Carlisle and the Settle and Carlisle 

line. This was only three years after the proposed closure date, thankfully 

reprieved by Michael Portillo  after an energetic campaign by local authori-

ties and the Friends of the Settle-Carlisle Line. I travelled ‘under the wires’ 

to Carlisle with my two young children although I have to say I was consid-

erably more excited than they were! Our loco  for the trip along the S&C 

was the inappropriately named class 47 ‘Glorious Devon’ 47602 allocated 

to Old Oak Common,  although the BSK coach next to the 47 was a South-

ern region vehicle!  

So,  a Western engine on a Midland line with a Southern coach all in British Rail blue livery!  I passed  England’s 

highest station at Dent, soared over 22 viaducts, including of course the fabled Ribblehead, and burrowed through 

the 14  tunnels on the way to Settle. Our train terminated at Leeds  and we returned to Wolves via Sheffield and 

Derby. Sadly I kept no record of the journey. 

I have even less details of my second trip, a Hertfordshire Railtours 125 special from Birmingham in January 1990. 

Even the usually encyclopedic Six Bells Junction website has no details of the trip. For several years 

Hertfordshire Railtours used a spare East Coast main line HST set allocated to Bounds Green depot 

on Saturdays for innovative trips across the country and I remember we stopped for a while at Ap-

pleby where many of the passengers strolled downhill to the town, crossing the river Eden for a 

pint or three in the Kings Head. Although my written record keeping  has not improved,  todays dig-

ital cameras record the time and date of pictures and Realtime Trains  fill-in the train details! 

3pm on a fine sunny Dales day and the Network Rail high tech measurement train climbs the 1:100 

past Kirkby Stephen signalbox and the old goods shed,  top and tailed by ex-Virgin Trains HST power cars 43299  

and 43290.  Equipped with  high-tech measurement systems, track scanners, and a high-resolution camera, this 

converted Intercity High Speed Train measures the condition of the tracks and covers  115,000 miles  a year.  

158754 (Right) pauses by the nicely restored  Kirkby 

Stephens station buildings now used as holiday lets as a couple of lasses join the train dressed, just, for a night out 

in Carlisle.  The conductor looks on in his shorts as befits this hot day. 



I returned the following evening to photograph the Staycation Express run by Rail Charter Services, 

part of the Jeremy Hoskins empire, which five days  a week makes four trips along the line. The 

beautifully restored HST sets have sumptuous leather seats, private tables, power points and wide 

picture windows, perfect to enjoy a snack, drink or a meal from the on-board trolley or buffet bar on 

the 72 mile round trip. There’s even a traditional dining car, a first for a timetabled train on the line 

since 1975! 

 I waited alone on the footbridge at Kirby Stephen with only the occasional traffic buzz on the road 

to Kirkby Stephen town centre, just over a mile away, to disturb the peace  of a fine sunny Eden Val-

ley early evening. Few of the stations are conveniently situated for the line was designed for high-speed running 

to compete for Anglo-Scottish passengers.  Undisturbed,  a common buzzard soared  in the sky in slow wide cir-

cles over the signal box and a brown rabbit loped lazily over the rusting rails of the old cattle dock.   266 1/2 miles 

from the buffer stops at St Pancras, the signaler kept his lonely vigil in the 20-lever frame,  British Railways Lon-

don Midland Region Type 15 design box which opened in 1974 replacing the 1894-built Midland Railway original. 

As the shadows began to lengthen, the raised semaphore heralded the arrival of the Staycation Express , running 

easily on the downgrade and looking very smart in its  green and silver livery.  It all seemed a very long way from 

Birmingham where once Saltley ‘seagulls’ footplate men had a freight journey over the line, lodging overnight in 

Carlisle. 

Close by in the small village of Crosby Garrett which sits in the shadow of 

the railway viaduct of the same name is a  poignant memorial to just some 

of the people who lost their lives constructing this line. The inscription reads     

1870-1876   These retired stoops (posts)  commemorate all those 

who died during the construction of the Settle to Carlisle Rail-

way. 

Thirteen children, five women and twelve men are buried in un-

marked graves in Crosby Garrett churchyard. 



Cover photos Photo: Bob and Jean Green 

Front: Churchward 2-6-0 No 9303 (renumbered 7325 in 1958) near Arley 

Rear: Hawkesworth 0-6-0PT No 1501 leaving Hampton Loade 

YOUR HELP REQUIRED! 

With the railway circle due to restart next month, we have to decide whether to continue the newsletter. Several 

of you have kindly  expressed  how much you enjoy it although one of the problems is how many people actually 

receive it. We know it is sent to some 70 or so email addresses  but some of these then forward it to many more. 

Could I ask everyone reading this message to email me at lenandpam@hotmail.com if you wish to see 

the magazine continue and receive a copy , simply replying YES. This will give me an idea of numbers and your 

email address if we don’t have it. Thanks, Leon. 


